Category

Type

Variety

Seed Source
and Photo

Quantity

Flowers

Chamomile

German

Flowers

Cosmo

Tango

Baker Creek
Heirloom
Seeds
2" - 64
Grand
Prismatic Seed 2" - 32

Flowers

Marigold

Giant Orange

Johnny's
Select Seeds

Flowers

Marigold

Flowers

Nasturtium

Grand
Queen Sophia Prismatic Seed 2" - 80
Baker Creek
Dwarf Jewel Heirloom
Mix
Seeds
2" - 48

Flowers

Nasturtium

Empress of
India

Johnny's
Select Seeds

Tip Top
Alaska
Salmon
Madame
Butterfly
Strawberry
Banana
Sundae Mix
Red Torch
Mexican
Sunflower
Tall Orange
Sun

Baker Creek
Heirloom
Seeds
Johnny's
Select Seeds

Flowers

Nasturtium

Flowers

Snapdragon

Flowers

Strawflower

Flowers

Sunflower

Flowers

Sunflower

Flowers

Zinnia

Herbs

Basil

2" - 112

Price

2” - $3.75
2” - $3.75

2” - $3.75

2” - $3.75

2” - $3.75

2" - 48

2” - $3.75

2" - 48

2” - $3.75

2" - 48

2” - $3.75

Grand
Prismatic Seed 2" - 32

2” - $3.75

Baker Creek
Heirloom Seed 3" - 48
Baker Creek
Heirloom Seed 3" - 48

Another Word Grand
For Pink Mix Prismatic Seed
Johnny’s
Genovese
Selected
Italian
Seeds.

2" - 64
2" - 192
large 6 Pack
- 60

Details
Robust plants with larger flowers than the average chamomile. Medicinally potent, with a high
beneficial oil content to relax and comfort both mind and body. Chamomile also attracts
tachinid flies that control pests in gardens, including Japanese beetles, making it a valuable
addition to your home garden. Suitable for potting and can even be kept inside in a sunny
windowsill.
Fiery orange blooms can be used for dyeing cotton or wool, and attract local pollinators.
Deadhead plants to encourage an "avalanche of flames."
Tall, strong stems for cut flowers. Sturdy, uniform flower heads, avg. 3", can be used for
marigold garlands. These giant marigolds are prolific producers for cuts as well as excellent
garden performers. These flowers are also edible! Use the flowers to dress up salads and
desserts or cooked in egg or rice dishes. Flavor is floral with hints of citrus and spice, and
slightly bitter. Remove the petals from the flower base before consuming as the base can be
quite bitter.
A beautiful, versatile flower for any garden. Orange, yellow, and gold blooms are bountiful
throughout the season, and can be used for dyeing, attracting pollinators, or a spicy, colorful
garnish for salads.
A mix of bright, sunny colors: yellow, pink, red, and orange. Edible flowers popular for salads,
with a peppery taste and tropical look. Also valuable as a companion plant; reported to deter
squash bugs.
A Victorian era heirloom with beautiful scarlet flowers and dark green foliage. Nasturtiums
make excellent companions to nearly any vegetable crop, and can help deter insect pests. Both
the flowers and leaves are edible and make for a great peppery garnish or garden snack.
A favorite edible flower in a soft, salmon color. Compact plants reach 8” tall. The variegated
leaves are also edible and make a spicy green in salads. The romantic blush toned petals are
perfect for fine edible flower designs. Valuable as a companion plant; reported to deter squash
bugs.
Brilliantly colored snapdragons form compact mounds of eye-catching beauty. Free-flowering
plants boast short spikes covered with showy, full-sized blossoms.

A feast for the eyes fresh or dried. This mix is made up of pinks, yellows, and whites
Brilliant, red-orange, 2-3" flowers, make for a beautiful flower to look at, as well as an
attractant for butterflies. These bloom over a very long season, and the plants produce masses
3” - $4.75
of blooms. The large 5 foot plants are very beautiful.
Yellow-orange, 6", fully double flowers look like super-sized chrysanthemums, perched atop
3” - $4.75
plants reaching 5 feet in height.
A georgous assortment of all kinds of pink, with single and double blooms. The colors will
surely draw your attention, and will attract pollinators too. Plants are easy to grow, reaching
2” - $3.75
about 3 feet in height and producing blooms about 2" wide.
2” - $3.75
Genovese Basil is a popular Italian pesto basil. Its flavor is slightly sweet and peppery. Easy to
large 6 Pack - grow and adaptable—an excellent variety for home gardeners! Harvest regularly for a long
$9.75
harvest season.

Johnny’s
Selected
Seeds.

Herbs

Basil

Sweet Thai

Vegetables

Broccoli

De Cicco

Vegetables

Cabbage

Vegetables
Vegetables

Cabbage
Collard
Greens

Vegetables

Cucumber

Vegetables

Cucumber

Vegetables

Cucumber

Vegetables

Cucumber

Seed Savers
Exchange
Johnny's
Capture Green Select Seeds
Seed Savers
Red Kalibos
Exchange
Georgia
Seed Savers
Southern
Exchange
Snake River
Seed
Armenian
Cooperative
Baker Creek
Heirloom
Lemon
Seeds
Botanical
Marketmore
Interests
Sumter
NK Lawn and
Pickling
Garden

Vegetables

Eggplant

Black Beauty

Vegetables

Eggplant

Vegetables

Ground
Cherry

Vegetables

Kale

Vegetables

Kale

Vegetables

Leek

Vegetables

Melon

Botanical
Interests
Johnny’s
Selected
Orient Express Seeds.
High Desert
Seed &
Aunt Molly’s Gardens
Seed Savers
Lacinato
Exchange
Johnny’s
Red Russian Selected Seeds

King Richard
Cantaloupe,
Hale's Best
Jumbo

Botanical
Interests
Botanical
Interests

2" - 64

2” - $3.75

3" - 54

3” - $4.75

3" - 18

3” - $4.75

3" - 18

3” - $4.75

3" - 36

3” - $4.75

Authentic Thai basil flavor. Try it as a flavorful garnish for sweet dishes. Green, 2" long leaves
have a spicy, anise-clove flavor. Attractive purple stems and blooms.
These compact Italian broccoli plants will feed you more than once - after the main head is
harvested, many side shoots/sprouts form and can be harvested multiple times. Plants are
compact, and produce heads about 4" wide.
This vigorous green cabbage produces well-rounded, 3-6 lb. heads, depending on planting
density. The crisp, sweet taste, makes this cabbage perfect for fresh salads and cole slaw.
A beautiful Eastern European variety with elongated red cabbages. Dense 2-3 lb. heads are
sweet and perfect for salads.
This vitamin-rich, sweet and heat tolerant green will produce right through the Moab summer.
An old southern favorite dating back to the 1800’s.

3" - 64

3” - $4.75

Open-pollinated. Sweet, never-bitter, always crisp, mint-green fruits grow up to 18" long!

3" - 64

3” - $4.75

3" - 64

3” - $4.75

3" - 64

3” - $4.75

2" - 32
4" - 45

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

2" - 32
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

This cucumber is the shape, size, and color of a lemon. Sweet and mild flavor. Wonderful on
its own, pickled, or in salad. Late to set fruit, but worth the wait.
Vigorous, heat tolerant vines produce beautiful dark green cucumbers. Cucumbers are ready to
pick when 6"-8" long, and continue to produce with regular picking.
Makes delicious, crispy pickles! Heavy yields of medium green fruit.
A classic dark purple eggplant, this variety has well-branched plants that bear fruit high off the
ground. The pear-shaped, purple-black skinned fruits will look familiar but taste worlds better
than store-bought.

A very dependable and early eggplant. Easy and delicious to prepare in the kitchen. Glossy
purple fruit are 8-10" long.
This yellow berry is closely related to a tomatillo with an acidic tang and wild sweet taste.
Very tasty with hints of pineapple. Bushy low growing plants do well in poor soils and are
4" - 36
4” - $5.75
resilient in drought conditions.
3" - 90
3” - $4.75
(aka Dinosaur, Nero di Toscana) Italian kale which reportedly dates back to the 18th century.
4" - 90
4" - $5.75
Blue-green strap-like leaves are 3" wide by 10-18" long with a heavily savoyed texture.
3" - 90
3” - $4.75
Flat toothed leaves are dark green with purple veins, and the stems are purple, too! The most
4" - 90
4" - $5.75
tender of kale greens, this variety is great for salads and light cooking.
King Richard is known for his long, white legs, and these leeks are signature for beautiful, long
small 6 pack small 6 Pack - white shanks. These leeks can be harvested early for leek bunches, or will continue growing
- 24
$7.75
and can be left to store in the ground.
An heirloom variety with excellent taste. Beautiful golden ribbing on the outside of the fruit
indicates ripeness, and it's sweet smell will let you know when it's ready to pick. Vines thrive
3" - 18
3” - $4.75
in hot weather, and can be trellised to save space in the garden.

Cantaloupe,
Noir des
Carmes
Honeydew,
Sweet Delight
Watermelon,
Crimson
Sweet
Watermelon,
Mountain
Sweet Yellow
Watermelon,
Orangeglo
Clemson
Spineless

3" - 18

3” - $4.75

3" - 18

3” - $4.75

A true French cantaloupe named for the Carmelite monks who once tended it in France. One of
the easiest to grow and most luxurious of all melons. Rich black-green skin when immature,
ripening to orange mottled with green. Sweet, aromatic, orange flesh; flavor is complex and
deeply satisfying.
These vine-ripened honeydew melons are incredibly sweet, far superior to store-bought.
Melons grow to about 7" in diameter and weigh 7-8 lbs.

NK Lawn and
Garden
3" - 45

3” - $4.75

Famous for high sugar content and great flavor. Dark red, firm, and fine textured flesh on these
large 25 lb fruits.

Seed Savers
Exchange
Botanical
Interests

Vegetables

Melon

Vegetables

Melon

Vegetables

Melon

Vegetables

Melon

Vegetables

Melon

Vegetables

Okra

Vegetables

Okra

Vegetables

Onion

Vegetables

Onion

Vegetables

Onion

Vegetables

Onion

Red Mountain Alice Drogin
Yellow Sweet Botanical
Spanish Utah Interests

Vegetables

Onion

Walla Walla

Alice Drogin

Vegetables

Onion

Patterson

Alice Drogin

Vegetables

Onion

Ovation

Seed Savers
Exchange
Seed Savers
Exchange
Johnny’s
Selected Seeds
Seed Savers
Red Burgundy Exchange
Johnny’s
Red Cabernet Selected Seeds
Monastrell
Red
Alice drogin

3" - 18

3” - $4.75

Alice Drogin

3" - 18
2" - 16
4" - 15
2" - 16
4" - 15
small 6 pack
- 24
large 6 pack 9
large 6 pack 9
small 6 pack
- 36
large 6 pack 6
large 6 pack 6
large 6 pack 6

3” - $4.75
2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75
2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75
small 6 Pack $7.75
large 6 Pack $9.75
large 6 Pack $9.75
small 6 Pack $7.75
large 6 Pack $9.75
large 6 Pack $9.75
large 6 Pack $9.75

2" - 16
4" - 15
2" - 32
4" - 30
2" - 24
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75
2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75
2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

2" - 16
4" - 15

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Vegetables

Pepper

Ajvarski

Vegetables

Pepper

Vegetables

Pepper

Baron Ancho
California
Wonder

Baker Creek
Heirloom
Seeds
Johnny's
Select Seeds
Botanical
Interests

Vegetables

Pepper

Chile Chilaca
Pasilla Bajio

Botanical
Interests

Oblong 20-35 lb fruits with dark and light green stripes. Extra firm, deep yellowish flesh and
black seeds. Quite productive, very high sugar content.
Fiery-orange flesh is sugary, delicious, and crisp. Large, oblong fruits average 25 lbs. A
reliable producer and Heritage Farm favorite.
A popular spineless heirloom variety of okra. The tall plants produce medium-green pods that
are delicious fried or added to curry, gumbo, and more unique dishes.
Stunning 4’ plants with burgundy accents and tender burgundy pods up to 6” long. Cook just
like green okra!

Large to jumbo size red onion. Adaptable to a wide range of latitudes, stores well.
Large semi-flattened globes with a rich red skin color. Hold great in the field.
A great red onion with early harvest and good storage. Purple-red skins and rings have a mild
flavor.
Large 2 lb onions have golden bulbs with sweet white flesh that is perfect for slicing and eating
raw or cooked.
Large onions with a famously mild and sweet taste, can grow up to 2 lb each!
Long-keeping storage onion, with large bulbs and pungent taste.
Reliable, consisten production of extra-large globe shaped yellow onions. Stores well.
An outstanding roasting pepper variety from eastern Macedonia. Stocky plants produce many
6-7" fruits that ripen from green to a deep red color, with great taste and fragrance. Fruits can
be enjoyed simply roasted, or eaten traditionally: grind the roasted peppers and spread on bread
with a soft feta-like cheese.
This hot pepper has great flavor and thick, meaty pods. A famous variety from New Mexico in
a region with a similar climate and elevation to Moab.
An heirloom variety of the traditional bell pepper. Large fruits can be harvested when green or
when fully ripened to red. Great taste when eated raw or as a roasted stuffed pepper.
Pasilla means "little raisin" in Spanish, referring to this pepper's dark brown, wrinkly dried
form. Fresh chilaca adds a great mild-spice flavor and character to sauces and salsas, or can be
dried and used in mole sauce.

Vegetables

Pepper

Chimayó

Vegetables

Pepper

Habanero

Vegetables

Pepper

Hot Rod
Serrano

Vegetables

Pepper

Jalafuego

Vegetables

Pepper

Jalapeño

Vegetables

Pepper

Jimmy
Nardello

High Desert
Seeds and
Gardens
Johnny’s
Selected
Seeds.
Johnny’s
Selected
Seeds.
Botanical
Interests
Johnny’s
Selected
Seeds.
High Desert
Seed and
Gardens

Johnny’s
Selected
Seeds.

2" - 32
4" - 75

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Botanical
Interests
Seed Savers
Exchange

2" - 64
4" - 60
2" - 24
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75
2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

2" - 16
4" - 15

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Hot! ‘El Jefe’ offers the best combination of earliness and yield in a jalapeño. Fruits avg. 3-4"
on large plants.
This pepper has a legendary sweet, rich flavor. The plant produces early-maturing long, thin,
red Italian frying peppers that are less vulnerable to sunscald. When cooked, said to have the
flavor of roasted apple.
Yellow and orange “Lunchbox” snack bell peppers have been combined in this mix. These
beautiful, mini-sized peppers are remarkably sweet and flavorful. They are delicious sautéed,
as an addition to salads, and perfect for a fresh snack. Dense foliage protects fruits from
sunscald.
Great multipurpose green chile for processing and fresh use. Medium-tall plant; for many the
most productive traditional Anaheim type. Uniform fruits are the traditional semi-flattened
shape.
Highly productive plant produces heavy yields of orange bell peppers, about 4" in size. Their
sweet flavour matches their bright orange color!
Hot! This heirloom variety is named after the town where it originated. Harvest Padron peppers
when they are 1-1.5" long. About 1 out of 20 fruits will be hot, and the rest mild. All the fruits
become hot if allowed to grow 2-3" long. Popular in Spanish tapas.

2" - 16
4" - 15

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Small to medium sized, blocky and pointed peppers can grow to 2-4". Fruits ripen to red and
have a unique spicy-sweet flavor with low to no heat. Piquillo means 'little beak'.

2" - 32
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

3" - 18

3” - $4.75

3" - 45

3” - $4.75

These rich and delicious thin skinned frying peppers are flavorful and mostly mild. Best grilled
or quickly blistered in a hot skillet. What a treat!
A classic gourd for crafting. Larger, rounded blossom end with a narrow neck and slightly
bulbed stem end. Harvest when the smooth, greenish rind turns white or starts to brown. Dry
for crafting into durable bottles, birdhouses, etc. Trellis vines to save space.
Zucchini is one vegetable that just won't quit! This highly productive bush-type heirloom from
the 1920s takes up little garden space. Dark green, shiny fruits with tender skin are very
versatile in the kitchen. Can be steamed, sautéed, added to soups, omelets, and breads, made
into relish, and eaten raw in salads or with dip.

Vegetables

Pepper

Lunchbox

Vegetables

Pepper

Numex Joe E
Parker

Vegetables

Pepper

Orange Bell

Vegetables

Pepper

Padron

Vegetables

Pepper

Piquillo

Vegetables

Pepper

Shishito

Vegetables

Squash/Pumpk Birdhouse
in
Gourd

Johnny’s
Selected Seeds
Snake River
Seed
Cooperative
Snake River
Seed
Cooperative.
Baker Creek
Heirloom
Seeds

Vegetables

Squash/Pumpk Black Beauty
in
Zucchini

Botanical
Interests

2" - 32
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

2" - 32
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

2" - 32
4" - 30
2" - 16
4" - 15

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75
2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

2" - 32
4" - 60

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

2" - 32
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

An heirloom chile from the tiny New Mexican village where it gets its namesake, a place with
similar climate and elevation to Moab. It matures early, and makes an excellent chili powder
that has a mild heat, with fruity, deep chocolate notes.
Hot! Wrinkled fruits ripen from dark green to orange. Extremely pungent with a delicious
exotic sweetness that accompanies the considerable heat. Small plants don’t take up much
space. A great addition to salsas and fruit jams.
Hot! ‘Hot Rod’ is a traditional serrano with 3" fruits borne on big plants over a long harvest
period. The spicy dark green fruits are eaten green but also make fine chipotles if allowed to
ripen to red. Proven producer at YGP.
Hot! These large jalapenos are great for stuffing. Pods grow to avg. 4" long, and are hotter than
traditional jalapenos. They are delicious eaten fresh in salsa, or dried and smoked for chipotles.

Pinnacle
Spaghetti

Vegetables

Squash/Pumpk
in
Squash/Pumpk
in
Squash/Pumpk
in

Vegetables

Tomatillo

Verde

Johnny’s
Selected
Seeds.
Johnny’s
Selected
Seeds.
Botanical
Interests
Seeds of
Change
High Desert
Seed and
Gardens

Beam’s
Yellow Pear

Seed Savers
Exchange.

Vegetables

Tomato,
Cherry
Tomato,
Cherry
Tomato,
Cherry

2" - 32
4" - 30
2" - 16
Esterina
High Mowing 4" - 30
Indigo Cherry Johnny’s
2" - 16
Drops
Selected Seeds 4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75
2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75
2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Vegetables

Tomato,
Cherry

Principe
Borghese

Botanical
Interests

2" - 32
4" - 15

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Vegetables

Tomato,
Cherry

2" - 16
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Vegetables

Tomato,
Cherry

2" - 64
4" - 60

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Indeterminate orange cherry. Exceptionally sweet fruit. Famously vigorous plants start yielding
early and bear right through the season.

Vegetables

Tomato,
Cherry

2" - 48
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Indeterminate, yellow cherry tomato with red stripes and pink interior marbling. Gorgeous
combination of yellows and reds, inside and out. Excellent sweet and tangy flavor.

Vegetables

Tomato,
Cherry

Grand
Russian House Prismatic Seed
Johnny’s
Selected
Sungold
Seeds.
Johnny’s
Sunrise
Selected
Bumble Bee
Seeds.
Johnny’s
Supersweet
Selected
100
Seeds.

These tomatillos are a tangy, zesty and sweet addition to salsas, salad dressing or soups. This is
an early maturing variety that produces large fruit.
Indeterminate, yellow pear-shaped cherry. The tall, vigorous vines supply bright fruits with
great flavor. Perfect for salads or snacking, and looks great mixed in with other cherry tomato
varieties.
Indeterminate yellow cherry. This vigorous variety is often earliest to ripen, and produces an
incredible amount of sugar-sweet fruit all season.
Indeterminate indigo cherry. Striking, dark blue coloration and red flesh in this improved
indigo variety. A vigorous plant with large clusters of fruit.
Indeterminate mini-roma cherry tomato similar to Juliet tomatoes. Deep red, shiny fruits with
12-18 fruits per cluster. Delicious, rich tomato taste for salads, salsa and fresh pasta sauce.
Keeps for days on the counter. The low moisture fruits are very well suited for sun drying.
Determinate dwarf cherry. Cute little tomato plant bearing tasty red cherries, these dwarf 18”
tall plants are best suited for containers, and can be brought in for the winter and kept
perennially as house plants, as the name suggests. The originator of this heritage seed has 12
year old plants of this variety!

2" - 64
4" - 45

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Vegetables

Tomato,
Cocktail

Seed Savers
Jaune Flamme Exchange.

2" - 48
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Vegetables

Pomodoro
Pizzutello di
Tomato, Paste Paceco

2" - 32
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Indeterminate red cherry tomatoes bursting with sugary flavor. The scarlet, cherry-sized fruits
are produced in long pendulous clusters right up to frost.
A YGP favorite. Indeterminate, with smallish apricot-orange fruits can grow to 4 oz, great for
snacking and salads. Highly productive. They maintain their rich orange color even when
dried.
Indeterminate paste. Grown for over a century in Paceco, Italy. Traditionally grown
productively under drought conditions. Round, red, meaty fruit. In Italy, these tomatoes are
sold as trusses bunched and hung like grapes. They hold very well off the vine. Great for sauce
and as a salad tomato.

Vegetables

Vegetables
Vegetables

Vegetables

Vegetables

Squash/Pumpk Honey Bear
in
Acorn

Sugar Pie
Yellow
Crookneck

High Desert
Seed and
Gardens

3" - 36

3” - $4.75

3" - 36

3” - $4.75

3" - 36

3” - $4.75

3" - 45

3” - $4.75

2" - 48

2” - 3.75

Early, large fruits with an attractive shape and great flavor. This semi-bush variety is compact,
but can be trellised to save space. Avg. yield is 3-4 fruits per plant, each weighing about 1 lb the perfect dinner for two!
Mid-sized spaghetti squash. Pinnacle has slightly a sweet, nutty flavor, and bright yellow skin.
Fruit weighs avg. 3 lbs, with very uniform size.
‘Sugar Pie’ has been the standard for making terrific pies, soups, muffins, and casseroles.
Small 6” fruits are also good for carving table decor-sized jack o’lanterns. Stores for months.
This easy-to-grow, heirloom, yellow summer squash produces abundant fruits with graceful
necks that are famous for flavor.

Vegetables

San Marzano
Tomato, Paste II

Johnny’s
Selected
Seeds.

Vegetables

Cherokee
Tomato, Slicer Purple

Johnny’s
Selected
Seeds.

2" - 56
4" - 45

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Vegetables

Dr. Wyche’s
Tomato, Slicer Yellow

Seed Savers
Exchange.

2" - 32
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Vegetables

Mountain
Tomato, Slicer Fresh

2" - 32
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Vegetables

Johnny's
Select Seeds
Baker Creek
Heirloom
Tomato, Slicer Paul Robeson Seeds

2" - 16
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Vegetables

Red
Tomato, Slicer Brandywine

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

Vegetables

Tomato, Slicer Super Sioux

Johnny’s
2" - 56
Selected Seeds 4" - 45
Snake River
Seed
Cooperative
4" - 30

2" - 32
4" - 30

2” - 3.75
4” - $5.75

4” - $5.75

Indeterminate paste. High-quality strain of this classic heirloom paste tomato. San Marzano is
considered one of the best paste tomatoes of all time, with old-world look and taste. Whole 4–6
oz. tomatoes peel easily and cook down quickly. This strain has a very traditional San Marzano
shape and appearance as well as a vibrant red color.
Indeterminate slicer with full flavor. The famously rich flavor and texture make this a colorful
favorite among heirloom enthusiasts. Medium-large, flattened globe, 8-12 oz. fruits. Color is
dusky pink with dark shoulders. Interior ranges from purple to brown to green. Relatively short
vines.
Indeterminate yellow slicer. This variety has bright, golden yellow fruits that grow up to 1 lb.
Meaty flesh with good flavor and high yields. A star producer at YGP in 2019, which was a
relatively weak tomato year.
Determinate red slicers. Vigorous plants are high yielding, and produce plenty of leaf cover to
protect against hot summer days. Great, reliable tomato with good flavor. Determinate
production provides many ripe tomatoes at once - the perfect variety for preserving!
Indeterminate slicer. This tomato has close to a cult following among tomato connoisseurs.
This slicer has a gorgeous purple-red colour and a distinctively sweet, smoky flavour. Named
in honor of the actor, opera singer, and civil-rights advocate Paul Robeson.
Indeterminate slicer. An all-time classic heirloom with a luscious flavor described as rich, loud,
and distinctively spicy. Large, semi-flattened, deep-red fruit on large vines. This variety comes
from the “Quisenberry” strain, and is considered one of the best.
Indeterminate red slicer. This reliable slicer sets loads of mid sized fruits even in hot weather,
making it an excellent variety for our hot, dry summers. Excellent balance of sweet, acid, and
earthy flavor in this old-timey variety.

